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Synopsis of Project: Functionality
!

NODE is an interactive real-time sonic/visual installation that centers around the concept

of Cymatics (modal phenomena), which is the study of visible sound and vibration. Within the
space, there are four large identical cubes, each separated by 2 feet. At first, these cubes sit
stagnant and appear to serve no real function. However, once a visitor approaches a cube, the
cube slowly activates, lighting up and revealing a basin of water.

At the same time, a low

frequency tone starts to emanate from within the cube. As the tone gets louder, the liquid at the
surface starts to react, and complex, fractal-like patterns start to form on the surface. The sound
from the cube is then re-enforced by surrounding satellite speakers placed at a distance on
either side of each cube, reproducing a higher, more audible equivalent fundamental frequency
of the original tone. Each cube functions as a discrete system, so as the visitor approaches a

different cube, the first cube fades out and the new cube activates, creating a different tone with a
different complex pattern. However, the cubes are also interlinked. For instance, if two people
interact with two cubes, both cubes will start modulating one another, creating more complexity
both sonically and visually. If all four cubes are activated, the patterns and sound generated
becomes much more chaotic and unstable.

It is possible, for example, to be in the space

watching this event and not realize there is any reactive element to the piece until someone
abandons a cube. At this point, the cube slowly fades out, yet all of the remaining cubes still
active become less chaotic; more clearly defined. In many ways, NODE functions like a large,
reactive FM synthesizer. Each cube functions much like an “operator” with the ability to generate
its own tone, as well as modulate another. The patterns that occur in the liquid are directly
related to the sound being generated within the cube and serve as a window into what sound
actually looks like. The more complex the sound, the more complex the pattern.

Synopsis of Project: Concept
!

The purpose of this installation is to show clear visible relationships between acoustic

signals and modal phenomena, allowing visitors to experience what is normally beyond their
scope of vision - in this case, the beauty and complexity of mechanical waves that exist
throughout nature. More specifically, we typically visualize sound, whether in terms of time
(oscilloscope) or frequency (spectral/fft), by way of mathematical approximation.

Because modal phenomena exists in nature, it provides an actual view into what sound looks like
when traveling through a physical medium. NODE was designed as an attempt to create a piece
that is indicative of a sort of chaotic order within a controlled and inherently deterministic

system; one that is both complex, yet repeatable. In a way, the visitors become a larger part of
that system. Much like in a society, the more people interacting with the piece, the more complex
and chaotic the installation becomes.

NODE is designed to give groups of people different

experiences. For instance, if only one person interacts with the installation, the complexity of the
patterns and sound that emerge is limited to just a single event. This is conceptually symbolic of
people’s ability to be alone with their thoughts. One cube creates a hypnotic state represented by
a single sine wave, creating a calm and repeating pattern. However, if a second person interacts

with the installation, both the sound and the patterns that occur become more complex, making
it more difficult to see the visitor’s individual voice within the piece. This continues until both the
patterns and the sound hit a saturation point and the individual becomes lost in the noise and
complexity of the system. By learning how the system functions, the visitors might interact in
such a way as to control the outcome, creating a large harmonically powerful event.

When

considering NODE and the nature of physics, their are many obvious parallels between these
complex, repeatable events and how human beings interact in society, existing within the
framework of a social order, and how we as a society tend to follow patterns within a social
construct. This concept is the basis for the interactive elements of NODE. In a strictly utilitarian
sense, NODE is a large, fully functional synthesizer, where the visitor becomes the performer.
The performance itself - a form of social interaction.

Synopsis of Project: Process
NODE was conceptualized by Meason Wiley during the Spring of 2014. During that time, Meason
spent numerous hours experimenting with Cymatics, work that culminated into two separate
presentations of pieces involving modal phenomena and phase modulation/fm synthesis: the
first being presented at California Institute of the Arts during the institution’s Digital Arts
Expo: 2014. The second adaptation was presented at NMASS: 2014 in Austin, Texas. Upon
entering graduate school at CalArts during the Fall of 2014, Meason immediately began working
on the concept of NODE, with the plan of creating a large-scale installation utilizing Cymatics
with a plausible and unobtrusive interactive component. After partnering with fellow graduate
student Amber Lepley, the two began fabricating test boxes, exploring various materials,
sensors, and design concepts.

NODE was completed on May 4th, 2015, and immediately

installed in the WaveCave Gallery at CalArts during the Digital Arts Expo: 2015. The piece was
accepted to the NIME Conference: 2015 at Lousiana State University and installed during the
first week of June, 2015. NODE was designed, engineered, fabricated, installed, and funded
exclusively by the artists.

Technical Specs: Interaction

!

NODE is an interactive real-time sonic/visual installation that focuses on Cymatics, which

is the study of visible sound and vibration. For this installation, we chose to visualize sound
waves through a liquid medium - in this case, water. When vibration is passed through a physical
excitatory medium, the relationships between minimum and maximum displacement are made
visible and complex, fractal-like patterns emerge. This installation utilizes four large white birch
digitally fabricated plywood cubes set up in a row. Embedded inside each cube is a 10” subwoofer
and amplifier. The top section of each cube is surrounded in 1/8” white acrylic which holds 2” of
water. Hidden within grooves of the plywood just below the acrylic are rows of white LEDs.
Additionally, there are two ultrasonic sensors embedded on the outside of each cube, one on

either side. Cube #1 contains a Mac Mini, a 4 channel audio interface, and an Arduino Mega 2560
micro-controller that handles the sensor data from all 4 cubes, which in turn, control both the
LED strips and the amplitude/harmonics of the sound waves being generated. In addition to the 4
cubes, their are 8 custom-built 5” satellite speakers placed equidistant from each cube. These
satellites serve to produce additional audio feedback to enhance both the sonic experience. This
entire installation is run from the Mac Mini using Arduino, ChucK, and NI Reaktor Software.

Detailed Technical Specs: (for 120V)
Computer (Mac Mini)
Arduino Mega 2560
8 ultrasonic sensors (2 embedded in each cube)
4 Powered Amplifiers (AC) (1 embedded in each cube)
8 birch plywood satellite enclosures with 5” speakers
(These satellite speakers run off powered amplifiers from the cubes)
8 straight mic stands (for mounting satellite speakers)
9 white LED waterproof strips
1 12V 5 Amp Power Supply (LED Strips)
4 Birch Plywood (4‘x21”x21”) Cubes with white acrylic tops (waterproof)
4 10” Subwoofers
All power needed for installation can be run from one AC power strip

Technical Specs: Spacial Requirements

This installation requires a space that has at least a 12ft x 16ft footprint (to allow visitors access
from around piece). The space should be relatively quiet and have some degree of control over
lighting. The installation can be put in a larger room with other pieces as long as it is in a
relatively dark area. Although the piece contains it’s own internal lighting, additional lighting
from above the 4 cubes is crucial. A lighting grid with adjustable spots, one for each cube, is
ideal.

Additional images and video of this installation are available online at the following

locations:
www.flickr.com/cyclespersecond | www.vimeo.com/cyclespersecond | www.cyclespersecond.org
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Philippe Brunet, Curtis Bahn, Perry Cook, Jeff Lufkin, Carl Burgin, Trimpin, Indrahit Banerjee,
Subrata Bhattacharya, Jason McKenzie, Zbigniew Karkowski, R. Branden Harper, and many others.
In addition to extensive touring, Meason has lectured and presented work at NMASS (Austin),
CalArts, CoCF (Austin), NIME (Carnegie Melon University - 2009, LSU - 2015), Austin Community
College, ICMC (New York University – 2010), Dubspot/Ableton (Los Angeles/Austin), Texas State
University, Walt Disney Theatre/REDCAT (Los Angeles), Ballet Austin, Austin Film Festival, SXSW,
and Housecore Horror Film Festival (Austin) among others. His work has been featured in both
print and online publications including NIME, ICMC, CMJ, Apple, Wired, Sonic State, Synthtopia,
Pitchfork, Synthwise, C-Net, Spin Magazine, Attack of the Show, Uncut (England), Create Digital
Music, the Austin Chronicle, the Austin American Statesman, the LA Times, and LA Weekly.
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